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BRING YOUR
COLOUR VISION
TO LIGHT
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EXPLORE
OUR LATEST
SHADES

Aurora
green

TC 3631-070

For shades that evoke a sense of harmony, look no fur ther
than our five new trend colours.
Immerse yourself in nature with our soft, subtle aurora
green. Or, for something a little more entrancing, that will
make you dream of that magic moment where night turns into
day, let sunrise blue into your life. And if what you want is a
little more light? Our modern grey will help you create an
environment that is at once cool and cozy, and designed to
put a spring in your step, while our light fawn and desert
rose options take things down a notch, for a feeling of calm
and security.
Join our Colourkolleg workshop and, together, let’s turn
your colour intensity dreams into a reality. Check the
back page for more information.

Modern
grey

TC 8009-080

Sunrise
blue

TC 7482-080

LIVE A LIFE FULL OF COLOUR
No matter where we spend our days, and no matter our
mood, life is constantly shaped by colour. So, why not give it
the colour it deserves? Like our newly expanded LEVEL 25
collection. High-quality, vibrant paints that will make you feel
safe and comfortable wherever you are. And there’s more.
Thanks to our efficient co-production processes and
discounts for first-time orders, our colours exper tly combine
the highest-quality ingredients with the best value for money.
Take a look at our five latest trend colours, each
designed to bring greater depth and character to any
environment.

Light
fawn

TC 6779-120

Desert
rose

TC 7229-120

KNOWLEDGE
SHARING THAT
PAINTS A VIVID
PICTURE
Putting our ‘Solutions first’ claim into action, our
Colourkolleg workshop is designed to build your
confidence and exper tise with bold, intense colours –
helping you discover the best way to manage any project.
With thousands of coloured paper grades behind us,
we’re always eager to add more to the list – with
our team of Colour Lab exper ts standing by to help
bring your colour schemes to life. A strong focus on
knowledge sharing and collaboration also means
we’ll give you access to all the latest colour trends
within interior design, so, together, we can tackle any
project with ease.

WANT TO
LE A RN M O R
E?
Contact your lo
cal
Technocell Dek
or representativ
e
or sign up at
technocell-de
kor.com

THE WORKSHOP CONSISTS
OF THE FOLLOWING TOPICS

1

Expertise building: From their base in our
Colour Lab in Günzach, listen to our experts as
they help you get to grips with everything related
to Technocell Dekor – including how we’ve built
up our expertise in creating intense decor papers.
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LEVEL 25 overview: We’ll give you an
introduction to the LEVEL 25 collection as well
as a breakdown of our trend-scouting process.

Together, let’s find the
perfect blend of colours.

WE LOOK FORWARD
TO SERVING YOU.
SCHOELLER TECHNOCELL GMBH & CO. KG
Burg Gretesch
49086 Osnabrück
Germany
Phone +49 (0)541 3800 0
Fax
+49 (0)541 3800 425
Email info@Felix-Schoeller.com
www.Technocell-Dekor.com
instagram.com/technocelldekor
linkedin.com/company/felix-schoeller
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LEVEL 25 further insight: Here, we’ll go
into further detail about the current colour
trends shaping the market. What thought
process did we follow to find our newest
shades – and why?

4

Discussion/brainstorm: We’ll conclude the
course by giving you the opportunity to bring
up any queries you may have.

Scan QR-code to find out more
and register online.

